
ADVANCED ARCHITECTURE CONCEPTS – DIGITAL LOGICS

Reading : DELEUZE AND THE GENESUS OF FORM

In this text Delanda analyzes the original formation of the form on the basis of Deluze’s phi-
losophy. According to western philosophy the genesis of form always generated according 
to the boundaries and opportunities of the external physical forces at the same time Deleuze 
discovers that the resources for the formation may be transcendental which is imposed on 
infertile objects and not spontaneous behavior -self-generation of form ,it may be imminent 
matter itself that endogenously generated.

De Landa explores the notion of diagrams as a means of problem solving. He extends 
Deleuze’s notion that the diagram is not intrinsically visual, and through many examples in 
which physical, material, and social systems tend to comply with diagrammatic concepts. 
These include the physical forms that molecules and soap bubbles take, and oscillating sys-
tems, like metabolism or atmospheric convection.

Examples of Form genesis in nature help to understand that the two factors governing the 
creation of the differentiated instantiations are Mathematics and Thermodynamics. He also 
talks about the Virtual versus Actual, through example of embryo-genesis.  Deleuze’s work is 
connected to science-Physics, Mathematics, Thermodynamics principles which can help to 
complete and re-conceptualization of our thoughts of our alternatives for the future.
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Case study: ROLEX LEARNING CENTER BY SANAA ARCHITECTS

The idea is to create a one room space and organizing the various functions so that each is 
separates and connected at the same time.The topography lends an extraordinary fluidity to 
the building’s flexible open plan - a flow that is emphasized by fourteen voids in the struc-
ture, of varying dimensions which creates a series of softly rounded external ‘patios’. These 
patios are social spaces and provide a visual link between the inside and the outside at the 
same time they are part of the building as well. 

 But this building is quite confusing to me. I could see the slopes creating interesting spaces 
and sections, but I wonder how it is with regard to practicality, especially with an education-
al program. I assume the educational work occurs on grade and the sloped surfaces serve a 
more circulatory purpose but regardless I don’t see any justification for this amount of open 
space.

Any form that is growing in the nature can be seen in many morphological patterns. Digitals 
tools help to simplify these patterns and understand them well through parametric. I would 
like to study and research the growing patterns from the nature and how we can transform 
them in architectural language. There is a need for a new thinking, from inside out rather 
than outside to inside.
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